Abstract. The effective segmentation algorithm of image lesion areas in Department of Internal Medicine is an important problem in the field of medical imaging. The current segmentation techniques of image lesion areas in Department of Internal Medicine are using the difference characters of edge pixels, due to visceral adhesions, the segmentation threshold is difficult to be accurately defined, and the precision is low. Therefore, this paper proposed a segmentation method of image lesion areas in Department of Internal Medicine based on improved cuckoo search algorithm to optimize maximum entropy. Firstly, by the maximum entropy method to find segmentation objective function of image lesion areas in Department of internal medicine, then the improved cuckoo search algorithm is adopted to optimize the objective function, find the best segmentation position of image lesion area in Department of internal medicine, so as to achieve image lesion area segmentation, finally multiple images of internal medicine are utilized to conduct simulation experiment, in order to test the performance of the proposed algorithm. The results show that, this method not only solves the defects existing in the traditional segmentation algorithm, while improving the precision of image lesion area of internal medicine, has better robustness, and better practical value.
Introduction
Image recognition technology of internal medicine has an important significance in improving disease diagnosis and the success rate of operation [1] , which involves technologies of many disciplines like computer technology, image processing technology and imaging, and has broad prospects for developing [2] . Internal medicine image recognition includes 4 process, image acquisition, image segmentation, feature extraction and image recognition [3] . Among them, the segmentation method of image lesion area of internal medicine is the core part, segmentation accuracy of lesion area and normal area are the main factors that influence the identification accuracy. However, due to the constraint of image complexity of internal medicine [4] , the current image lesion region segmentation method are still difficult to apply to the current situation, its complexity constraints are mainly including following two points: (1) for normal area and lesion area, large differences exists in the shape and color, there are still overlapping and adhesion phenomenon; (2) the image acquisition equipment affected by external conditions interference factors like light leading to complexity of the acquired image of internal medicine [5] [6] [7] . Therefore, image lesion region segmentation method of internal medicine is always a difficult problem in the field of medicine [8] [9] [10] .
Aiming at the shortcoming of the traditional method, an image lesion region segmentation method of internal medicine based on improved cuckoo search algorithm for optimizing maximum entropy is proposed. Firstly, by the maximum entropy method to find segmentation objective function of image lesion areas in Department of internal medicine, then the improved cuckoo search algorithm is adopted to optimize the objective function, find the best segmentation position of image lesion area in Department of internal medicine, so as to achieve image lesion area segmentation, finally multiple images of internal medicine are utilized to conduct simulation experiment, in order to test the performance of the proposed algorithm. The results show that, this method not only solves the defects existing in the traditional segmentation algorithm, while improving the precision of image lesion area of internal medicine, has better robustness, and better practical value.
Image lesion region segmentation principle of internal medicine
In clinical medical field, the image lesion region segmentation of internal medicine problem is a hot topic in the medical field, mainly depends on the different pixel feature at the connection of the lesion region and normal region to segment. Its principle is as follows:
The Gauss model in mixed Gauss models can be utilized to describe the feature of each pixel in the image of internal medicine, all pixels in the image of Department of internal medicine can be viewed as obtained through calculating the probability density function of internal medicine pixels in mixed pixel model. The probability density function of the pixel x in the image of internal medicine, can be described with the following formula:
p is the weight of mixed Gauss model, µ is the mean vector, ∑ is the covariance matrix of model. In the model, as long as these parameters are determined, the input image type of internal medicine will be determined. Typically, model parameters were determined by using EM. The method is a method of maximum likelihood, it through iterative processing method to solve the image pixel distribution parameters, concrete steps are as follows:
(1) Initialize parameters in Gauss model of image of internal medicine such as µ , k p and ∑ ; (2) With the parameter processed with initialization, maximum likelihood estimation is applied to hidden parameters in the model, the formula is as follows:
According to the estimation results in the step (2) to resolve the parameters in image pixels model of Department of internal medicine, the formula is as follows:
The results obtained from resolved parameters will be input into the image pixel probability density function of Department of internal medicine to calculate, the formula is as follows:
When the results of calculation satisfy convergence condition, then stop operation, so as to get the accurate image lesions region pixels calculation results of internal medicine, otherwise go back to step (2) to continue operation.
The specific steps of segmenting lesion region image of Department of internal medicine are as follows:
(1) After acquiring image of internal medicine, the filtering processing is done, RGB color is converted to CIELUV color, and the L component graph are normalized, the formula is as follows:
For the L component, the parameters of the model when 3 K = is calculated, in order to avoid the defects of slow convergence rate and small color variation range within class, for the RGB color space of image of internal medicine to calculate parameters when 4 K = , the accurate image lesion region of internal medicine is obtained.
According to the method described above, the pixel probability density function of the image lesion region of internal medicine established with Gauss model, using the EM maximum likelihood method to re-estimate the parameters in the model, and the estimated results is input into the model to calculate, so as to acquire accurate the image lesion region segmentation results of internal medicine. However, the current image lesion region segmentation of internal medicine lesion is using the difference characters of edge pixels to segment, due to visceral adhesions, the segmentation threshold is difficult to be accurately defined, and the image lesion region segmentation accuracy of the Department of internal medicine is decreased.
The segmentation method principle of the image lesion region of internal medicine based on maximum entropy of improved cuckoo search algorithm
Description of improved cuckoo search algorithm. The bird's nest location is setting as N to represent the solution of the problem that the image lesion region segmentation of Department of internal medicine, each iteration of path and the position of the cuckoo searching for the bird's nest is updated according to the following formula: x respectively represents the position vector at t generation and 1 t + generation of the i -th bird's nest; α is step size adjustment factor; ⊕ stands for point to point multiplication, Lévy( λ ) is a random search path.
In order to realize the image lesion region segmentation of department of internal medicine, obtained simulation of flight jump path of Lévy( λ )is as follows:
In the formula, s is the Lévy flight path Lévy( λ ), β =3/2, µ , ν are the random number of normal distribution.
The cuckoo search algorithm is a heuristic algorithm, it also has the defects like slow convergence speed at late stage, low convergence precision, easily into local minimum, therefore to improve CS algorithm, namely introducing differential evolution strategy in the CS algorithm, an improved CS algorithm (MCS) is proposed. The basic idea of the MCS algorithm: based on the cuckoo algorithm, the bird's nest location t i x after evolution is not directly go into the next iteration (t+1), but continue differential evolution, through the mechanism of variation to obtain the difference between individual and the excellent individuals in current population, so as to guide the evolutionary direction, and motivate to close to the best individual in the population, after new nest location is acquired, then move on to the next iteration, continuing to search and update location using the cuckoo basic algorithm, which increases the diversity of population, and avoid falling into local optimum and get the global optimal solution, but also improve the convergence speed and precision.
The maximum entropy method step of improved cuckoo search algorithm.
(1) Initialize the corresponding parameter of cuckoo algorithm.
(2) Calculate the number of pixels and the probability of gray value corresponding to image gray value of Department of internal medicine, and the gray value expectation of Department of internal medicine, and determine the range of the optimal threshold.
(3) Randomly initialize each nest location, and evaluate the adapt value of each nest's location. (4) Pa and R were compared, according to the comparison result to change the location of the nest, to obtain a new set of bird's nest location.
(5) calculate the fitness value corresponding to new nest location, and compared with the fitness value corresponding to the last generation bird's nest position, if better, with the current fitness value to replace the fitness value of the last generation, and updates the corresponding nest location, then determine the current optimal location of the bird's nest and the optimal value.
(6) Mutation, crossover, evolutionary selection operation are processed to the new nest location as the initial points of difference evolutionary, to update the bird nest location, so as to obtain a new set of birds nest location; (7) Evaluate fitness value corresponding to new group of bird's nest location in steps (6) , by contrast, the current nest location and optimal value is determined; (8) According to the termination condition, when the maximum number of iterations is achieved, the iteration is stopped, if not, then returns to step (4) to re-iterate for optimization.
(9) According to the optimal solution to obtain global optimal image lesions region segmentation threshold in Department of internal medicine.
Experimental results and analysis
In order to verify the validity of this algorithm, there is the need for an experiment. With the traditional algorithm and the proposed algorithm to segment the image lesion region of internal medicine, the effect of the image lesion region segmentation of Department of internal medicine using different algorithms can be shown in the following The proposed algorithm 0.31% 0.33% 0.31%
According to the result of the experiment table, it can be known that this algorithm for the image lesion region segmentation of internal medicine have better effect than the traditional algorithms, fully demonstrate the advantages of the proposed algorithm.
Conclusions
Aiming at the defect of traditional algorithm during image lesion area segmentation process of internal medicine. Therefore, this paper proposed a segmentation method of image lesion areas in Department of Internal Medicine based on improved cuckoo search algorithm to optimize maximum entropy. Firstly, by the maximum entropy method to find segmentation objective function of image lesion areas in Department of internal medicine, then the improved cuckoo search algorithm is adopted to optimize the objective function, find the best segmentation position of image lesion area in Department of internal medicine, so as to achieve image lesion area segmentation, finally multiple images of internal medicine are utilized to conduct simulation experiment, in order to test the performance of the proposed algorithm. The results show that, this method not only solves the defects existing in the traditional segmentation algorithm, while improving the precision of image lesion area of internal medicine, has better robustness, and better practical value.
